Abstract-This paper describes the design and implementation of a fuzzy control system for a car-like autonomous vehicle. The problem addressed is the diagonal parking in a constrained space, a typical problem in motion control of nonholonomic robots. The architecture proposed for the fuzzy controller is a hierarchical scheme which combines seven modules working in series and in parallel. The rules of each module employ the adequate fuzzy operators for its task (making a decision or generating a smoothly varying control output), and they have been obtained from heuristic knowledge and numerical data (with geometric information) depending on the module requirements (some of them are constrained to provide paths of near-minimal lengths). The computer-aided design tools of the environment Xfuzzy 3.0 (developed by some of the authors) have been employed to automate the different design stages: 1) translation of heuristic knowledge into fuzzy rules; 2) extraction of fuzzy rules from numerical data and their tuning to give paths of near-minimal lengths; 3) offline verification of the control system behavior; and 4) its synthesis to be implemented in a true robot and be verified on line. Real experiments with the autonomous vehicle ROMEO 4R (designed and built at the Escuela Superior de Ingenieros, University of Seville, Seville, Spain) demonstrate the efficiency of the described controller and of the methodology followed in its design.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE IMPORTANT objective in robotics is to create autonomous robots capable of performing tasks without human intervention. An autonomous robot has to decide which motions to carry out in order to achieve a task. This is why motion planning has been one of the main problems addressed in robotics [1] . The basic motion planning problem is to plan a collision-free path between initial and target configuration for a rigid object among static obstacles. An extension of this problem is to consider nonholonomic constraints, that is, nonintegrable equations involving the derivatives of the configuration parameters, which make that admissible paths in the configuration space can be nonfeasible trajectories for the robot.
In the framework of motion planning for nonholonomic systems, the car-like robots have attracted a significant amount of interest [2] - [10] . The path planner of a car-like robot has to meet nonholonomic constraints and then the movement direction must always be tangent to its trajectory. Furthermore, the turning radius is mechanically limited to a minimum value, which is equivalent to say that the vehicle curvature is upper bounded.
A typical problem in motion control of car-like autonomous robots is the problem of parking [7] - [10] . This problem, in particular the diagonal parking problem, is the one addressed in this paper.
In the absence of obstacles, the parking problem is equivalent to the problem of finding the shortest paths connecting two given initial and final configurations. The shortest paths for a car-like vehicle consist of a finite sequence of two elementary components: arcs of circle (with minimum turning radius) and straight line segments. This was proved by Dubins for vehicles moving only forward, and by Reeds and Sheep for car-like robots going both forward and backward [2] , [3] . In any case, the problem is that the curvature is discontinuous between two elementary components, so that these shortest paths cannot be followed precisely without stopping at each discontinuity point to reorient the front wheels. To avoid these stops, several authors have proposed continuous-curvature path planners using differential geometric methods. These planners generate clothoids, cubic spirals, B-splines, -splines, quintic polynomials, etc., which are then followed by using a path-tracking technique based on, for example, pure-pursuit or predictive control methods [4] - [6] , [11] . Stabilization issues of path-tracking methods for car-like vehicles using the Lyapunov method have been reported in [12] - [14] .
Other authors have proposed fuzzy logic-based planners based on emulating the heuristic knowledge of expert drivers by fuzzy rules and/or learning these rules with training data taken from the human driver behavior [15] - [18] . Advantages of these fuzzy modules are that their design is simple, rapid, inexpensive, and easily maintained because the rules can be linguistically interpreted by the human expert. In the other side, and contrary to the above commented geometric-based path planners, these typical fuzzy planners do not consider nonholonomic constraints, and they are not optimal in the sense that do not take into account neither minimal-length path nor low control energy requirements. More recently, the authors in [19] have reported a fuzzy controller to park a truck with suboptimal distance trajectories. They choose arcs of circle of minimum turning radius connected with parabolic curves as the optimal trajectories, but the desired parabolic curve to follow has to be given to the controller. The authors in [20] address the parking problem of a car-like mobile robot by tracking feasible reference trajectories via a fuzzy sliding-mode control.
The path planners described in this paper are fuzzy modules that provide continuous-curvature near-minimal-length paths which approximate trajectories made up of arcs of circle of minimum turning radius and straight line segments, thus taking into account nonholonomic constraints. These modules do not need to know the desired arcs or segments to follow (as in [19] ), but they found them from the initial configuration of the robot. They do not track trajectories given analytically (as in [20] ), but make the robot follow feasible trajectories given in a fuzzy way, which allows reducing the computational cost. Furthermore, these modules contain a few number of rules which are linguistically interpretable. This has been achieved thanks to the use of adequate identification and supervised learning algorithms that have extracted the rules from training data not provided by heuristic knowledge or expert drivers but by geometric considerations.
The basic parking problem can be complicated with the existence of obstacles because the control system has to consider two interacting goals: to avoid the obstacles and to reach the parking lot. The two options to solve this problem are to consider both goals simultaneously or to decompose the system into modules in charge of each goal. The second approach follows the idea of behavior-based control architectures which are well known for mobile robot navigation [21] . These two approaches have been also followed by navigation control architectures based on fuzzy logic [22] - [27] .
The fuzzy control system described in this paper does not consider the avoidance of unforeseen obstacles but focuses on parking the robot on a constrained parking place defined by static obstacles. Following the idea of fuzzy behavior-based control schemes in which several modules are connected in series or in parallel to solve a complex problem [26] , [27] , the proposed controller consists of four main modules in charge of four different tasks: deciding the driving direction to meet the constraints of the parking lot, selecting the speed magnitude, and planning the short paths when driving forward and backward. The four modules are connected in parallel, and some of them are in turn made up of several modules connected in series. While geometric-based techniques have been used to optimize the design of the two path planning modules so as to generate continuous-curvature short paths, heuristic knowledge expressed linguistically by an expert human driver has been employed to design the direction and speed control modules.
As happens to any process design, the use of an efficient methodology supported by computer-aided design (CAD) tools provides many advantages when designing a control system. This is particularly true nowadays when reducing the cost and the time-to-market of a product are driving forces of the industry. In the last few years several CAD tools tailored to the fuzzy system design have been created [28] - [31] . The CAD environment employed in this paper is Xfuzzy 3.0, which has been developed at the IMSE (Instituto de Microelectrónica de Sevilla, Seville, Spain) with the objective of being an open environment with the least possible limitations [31] , [32] . With this general objective, Xfuzzy 3.0 is based on an specification language (XFL3) that eases the description and manipulation of complex fuzzy systems thanks to the use of user-defined membership functions, fuzzy operators (including linguistic hedges), and rule bases (admitting hierarchical structures) [33] . The CAD tools of Xfuzzy 3.0 have been used at all the design stages of the proposed fuzzy control system: description, identification/tuning/simplification, verification, and synthesis. This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the parking problem addressed and its geometric, kinematic, and dynamic constraints. Sections III and IV show the hierarchical structure of the fuzzy system proposed and the methodology followed in its design, which is supported by the CAD tools of the Xfuzzy environment. The constituent fuzzy modules of the system are described in the three following sections. Section V describes the modules which decide the driving direction and the speed magnitude. The advantages of using linguistic hedges and confidence weights when translating the heuristic knowledge of experts are pointed out. Sections VI and VII describe, respectively, the path planning modules in charge of the steering angle when driving forward and backward. The advantages of using identification and supervised learning algorithms taking patterns from geometric considerations, and the use of relational fuzzy rules are depicted in these sections. How the different CAD tools of Xfuzzy 3.0 can help in the design and verification of the different modules is shown throughout these sections. Once the system has been designed and validated through simulations, Xfuzzy 3.0 allows its synthesis into several programming languages. Section VIII shows how the controller is synthesized as a C++ code and integrated into the software executed by the computer that controls the robot ROMEO 4R, a car-like autonomous vehicle designed and built at the Escuela Superior de Ingenieros, University of Seville, Seville, Spain [34] . Several experimental results of diagonal parking maneuvers are included to illustrate the efficiency and robustness of the designed controller. Finally, conclusions are given in Section IX.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PARKING PROBLEM
The problem addressed in this paper is the diagonal parking of a car-like autonomous vehicle in a constrained space. Starting from any given position ( ), and orientation ( ), the vehicle has to arrive backward at the desired parking place at a right angle with the horizontal and to stop there. Fig. 1 shows an scheme of this problem. The references taken throughout this paper are that the line of parked cars is below , the center of the parking place corresponds to , and the target orientation at the parking place is ( increases from toward 180 in a clockwise direction). The curvature of the trajectory is taken as positive if the steering wheel is turned to the right and negative, otherwise.
The environment has a regular geometry in these parking problems: there is a line of vehicles parked at one side ( in Fig. 1 ) among which there is a free parking place, and the sidewalk or another line of vehicles at the other side ( several meters). Hence, a partial model or map of the environment can be estimated. In our application, the robot knows its position, orientation, and driving speed in this map by processing the information provided by a gyroscope and several encoders in the traction wheels and in the direction. With this information, the low-level control of the vehicle applies odometry by using a simple kinematic model usually employed for car-like robots [35] ( 1) where ( ) are the coordinates of the vehicle rear axle midpoint, is the robot orientation with the vertical, is the speed, and is the vehicle curvature.
If no dynamic issues are taken into account, and are the speed and curvature generated by the robot controller. However, it is more realistic to take into account that the traction and direction engines of the robot reply to the control commands with some delay, which can be considered by using a first-order model, as follows: (2) where and are the speed and curvature values given by the controller, and and are the response times of the traction and direction engines.
The (1) and (2) have been used to model the vehicle in our simulations, with the response times and adjusted to experimental data taken from ROMEO 4R responses. This model has been proven adequate for the maneuvers and the control loop period considered herein (as will be seen in Section VIII).
Once known its current configuration ( , , , , ), the robot has to control the values of its new speed (magnitude and driving direction) and its new curvature to achieve a good parking maneuver taking into account its kinematic (1), dynamic (2) , and geometric constraints (the two lines of obstacles as well as the cars that limit the free parking lot). The kinematic (nonholonomic) constraints impose that changes in the curvature can not be done abruptly if the speed is not zero. The dynamic constraints also call for soft changes in the speed, especially when the driving direction is switched between backward and forward. This is particularly true for ROMEO 4R because its speed is controlled only by the traction engine and this should not be forced to abrupt changes (the robot has not an electronically controlled brake currently).
All these constraints have been considered in the design of the fuzzy controller described in the following sections.
III. STRUCTURE OF THE FUZZY CONTROL SYSTEM
The approach we have followed to design the structure of the control system is to directly emulate what we would do as drivers. In this sense, we distinguish between two control actions: 1) to decide the driving direction (backward or forward) and the magnitude of the speed, and 2) to select the proper angle of the wheels depending on the driving direction.
The decision about the driving direction is dynamic because it takes into account not only the current position and orientation of the robot but also its current driving direction. The rule base in charge of this decision is called "direction." Its goal is twofold: To avoid collision with the two lines of cars and the cars limiting the target parking place, and to provide soft changes in the driving direction. As will be explained in Section V, the direction module is better designed by connecting two fuzzy modules in series.
The magnitude of the speed is controlled by a rule base called "speed." Its goal is to reduce the speed if an obstacle is approaching and/or if the current curvature magnitude is big. Otherwise, the speed is increased.
Two rule bases called "forward" and "backward" control the angle of the wheels when driving forward and backward, respectively.
The goal of the rule base "forward" is to lead the robot toward a configuration with and (the vertical through the center of the parking place), so as to finish the parking maneuver by driving backward with an almost zero curvature. The approaching to the vertical is done by approximating a short trajectory made up of arcs of circles of minimum turning radius and straight lines parallel to the lines of cars (to avoid collisions and reduce the distance traveled). These trajectories are shown in Fig. 2 . As will be explained in Section VI, a good solution for designing this rule base is a hierarchical structure with two fuzzy modules.
The goal of the rule base "backward" is that the robot reaches the parking place with the target final configuration. A similar (although more restrictive than in the rule base "forward") subgoal of the backward driving is to reach the parking objective by approximating the shortest trajectory made up of arcs of circles of minimum radius and straight line segments with the required orientation, as shown in Fig. 3 . As in the other rule bases, two fuzzy modules connected in series is a good solution for this rule base. This will be explained in Section VII.
The resulting control system has the hierarchical structure illustrated in Fig. 4 . The control system takes the robot configuration ( , , , , ) as input and provides four output , which represents the driving direction (forward, backward, or stop); , which is the speed magnitude;
, representing the desired curvature when the robot drives forward; and , which is the desired curvature if the driving direction is backward. The new references ( , ) to the traction and direction engines to be considered in the next iteration of the control loop are obtained from these four signals with a simple postprocessing if if
IV. CAD METHODOLOGY
While the global structure of the fuzzy control system has been obtained by emulating our expert knowledge as drivers, the design of the different constituent modules has mixed heuristic and geometric-based knowledge. Those modules not subjected to any optimality criterion, like the "direction" and "speed" modules, have been designed by translating heuristic expert knowledge into fuzzy rules. The formal specification language XFL3 [33] , defined for the Xfuzzy 3.0 environment, eases this translation because it allows the use of complex antecedent parts in the rules. This means that: 1) antecedents parts can contain several antecedents connected by any kind of conjunctive and disjunctive connectives, 2) input variables can be related with fuzzy sets by any kind of linguistic hedges, and 3) linguistic hedges can be applied even to some connected antecedents. In addition, XFL3 allows the assignment of weights to the rules so that the confidence of the expert on some rules or the relative importance between rules can be also expressed.
On the other side, the modules "forward" and "backward," which are wanted to provide short and even the shortest trajectories, are difficult to be designed by heuristic knowledge. Hence, their rules have been extracted by an identification and tuning process from numerical data corresponding to geometrically optimal paths. In these modules, the designer does not provide knowledge but can extract it from the learned fuzzy module. Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to extract (identify) symbolic knowledge or rules from data. Among those dedicated to generate fuzzy modules, two groups can be distinguished: One group generates fuzzy systems based on data clustering [36] - [39] , while the other techniques use a grid partition of the input universes of discourse [40] , [41] . The clustering-based techniques generate the rules by projecting the data clusters over the universe of discourse of each variable. The created system does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality (since there are so many rules as clusters), but the linguistic interpretation is usually difficult. Advantages of grid-based techniques are their simplicity and that the generated systems have an understandable linguistic meaning. A disadvantage is that the number of rules generated increases exponentially with the number of inputs (if no kind of rule selection is implemented) because the whole universe of discourse of each input variable is covered by membership functions. Xfuzzy 3.0 contains a CAD tool to automate this identification stage. It can apply four algorithms based on clustering and two algorithms based on grid techniques [42] . Algorithms of the second group have been proven to be efficient in the design of the modules "forward" and "backward" because the number of inputs involved is small.
The learning tool of Xfuzzy 3.0 has been also employed to improve the results of the identification process. A wide set of tuning algorithms can be selected in this tool: six gradient-descent algorithms, five conjugate gradient, four second-order, two algorithms without derivatives, and two statistical algorithms [43] . One of the gradient-descent algorithms has been employed in the design of the module "forward," and a second-order one has been used for designing the module "backward."
Another important issue to consider when designing the complete fuzzy control system is that its several fuzzy modules do not employ the same fuzzy operators. The main difference regards with the defuzzification methods. The module associated with the selection of the driving direction applies a maximum-type defuzzification method because this decision has to be crisp: forward, backward, or stop, but not an average of them. However, the modules which provide the speed and the steering wheel angle apply an interpolation-type defuzzification method, such as the Takagi-Sugeno method, because the result is an average of the different rule consequents. The language XFL3 allows defining a hierarchical system whose modules employ distinct fuzzy operators, even new operators defined by the user. This has motivated that the complete fuzzy control system we have designed has been described in the language XFL3.
Although the definition of the constituent modules translates expert knowledge or identifies and adjusts training data, some situations might have been forgotten or not considered properly. This is why the performance of the modules and of the global system has to be verified prior to experiment with a real robot. The verification tools of Xfuzzy 3.0 have been employed for this offline verification. They allow to visualize the behavior of one of the control output versus two or one input variables, to monitor how is working the inference process, and to simulate the control system working in a closed loop with the plant. For the last purpose, a model of the robot has to be used. The model given by (1) and (2) has been employed in our verification process.
Once checked that the control system is efficient and robust enough, the last design stage is to evaluate its performance with the true plant, ROMEO 4R. One of the synthesis tools of Xfuzzy 3.0 has been employed at this step to translate the XFL3 description into C++ code to be included in the control software of the robot.
Fig. 5 summarizes the above described methodology. The application of this methodology to the different constituent modules is described in the three following sections.
Further information about Xfuzzy can be found at its official web page (http://www.imse.cnm.es/Xfuzzy/), where Xfuzzy is distributed freely under the GNU General Public License.
V. DIRECTION AND SPEED FUZZY CONTROL MODULES
The rules and structures of the direction and speed fuzzy control modules have been defined heuristically.
The direction module contains two rule bases connected in series because the driving direction decision is made after two subsequent steps. The first one selects to drive forward, backward, or as previously done, depending on the position and orientation of the robot. Its goal is to avoid collision with the two lines of cars and with the cars limiting the target parking place. This step is controlled by a rule base called "motion." The second step takes into account the current speed of the robot to select the driving direction without forcing abrupt changes in the robot speed. The rule base in charge of this decision is called "brake" (Fig. 6 ). This hierarchical division simplifies the problem because the first module deals with three input signals and the second one with two input signals (instead of just one module with four inputs).
The defuzzification method employed in both rule bases (we call it MaxLabel) is of the maximum type: It selects as output the consequent of the rule whose activation degree is maximum. If no rule is activated, the output is the consequent of the last rule in the base, so that the last rule provides the output by default. For example, since the driving direction by default is backward, this is the consequent of the last rule in the module "motion."
The approach to design the module "motion" tries to avoid collisions with parking lot constraints but without constructing explicitly a collision-free global path. Since the obstacles are the two lines of cars, two similar heuristic rules to avoid collisions are expressed linguistically as follows (assuming the references of signs and magnitudes in Fig. 1 ).
1) "If the robot coordinate is near the cars of the parking place and the robot orientation is greater than and smaller than 90 and the coordinate is not zero or the orientation is not zero, the driving direction should be forward" [ Fig. 7(a) ].
2) "If the robot coordinate is near the cars of the sidewalk in front of the parking place and the robot orientation is greater than 90 or smaller than , the driving direction should be forward" [ Fig. 7(b It can be seen how the language XFL3 allows complex antecedent parts in the rules: antecedents connected by any kind of conjunctive ( ) and disjunctive ( ) connectives, and input variables related with fuzzy sets by any kind of linguistic hedges like greater (smaller) or equal than ( ), greater (smaller) than ( ), not equal to ( ), etc. The driving direction in the middle between the obstacles is taken as that decided in the previous iteration, provided that the coordinate is not zero or the orientation is not zero, otherwise the direction should be backward. This decision is explained by the fact that in the middle area the vehicle can be performing backward maneuvers to approach the parking place or forward maneuvers to move away from the obstacles. In the last case, the forward direction should be maintained until centering the vehicle approximately ( zero zero). These considerations are expressed in XFL3 as follows:
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3)
If nearparking nearwall plan previous 4) If zero zero plan backward. These four rules are enough because any other situation which does not activate any of them will be associated with the default decision: backward.
The second rule base ("brake") of the module "direction" receives the output of the rule base "motion" (plan) and decides to drive forward, backward, or to stop depending on the current speed ( ). Its goal is to avoid changes in the driving direction at high speed, which are dangerous for the traction engine of the robot. , , and 0, respectively, and threshold is a fuzzy set with a triangular membership function centered at zero which represents the hysteresis of the switching. Fig. 9 shows a surface which illustrates the behavior of the module "direction". It represents the driving direction versus and when is 0.0 and is 0.0. It can be seen how rule 1 of the rule base "motion" (forward direction) gains whenever is small and rule 4 is not active. Otherwise, the decision is to drive backward. This figure has been obtained with one of the verification tools of Xfuzzy 3.0.
The module in charge of controlling the speed (it will be called "speed") also applies expert heuristic knowledge. It reduces the speed whenever the curvature (curv) of the trajectory is big and/or the robot is approaching obstacles ( is small or big). It also stops the vehicle when the target is accomplished. The output of this rule base is calculated as an average of the singleton consequents by applying the fuzzy mean defuzzification method (equivalent to a Takagi-Sugeno inference of zero order), so that the changes in the speed commands are soft. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 with the control surface provided by this rule base.
VI. FORWARD FUZZY CONTROL MODULE
As commented in Section III, the forward maneuver is performed when the vehicle is avoiding an obstacle. The module "forward" is in charge of generating the reference curvature in this case. The goal of this module is to drive the robot toward a configuration with , , and so that the parking place can be reached easily by driving backward with a zero curvature. As was shown in Fig. 2 , the suboptimal goal is that the forward maneuvers involve short trajectories made up of arcs of circle of minimum turning radius and straight horizontal segments, which meet the kinematic constraints in (1) .
It is very difficult to design a heuristic rule base which accomplishes this objective. Even generating these trajectories by an expert driver is difficult. Hence, our approach has been to generate several of these trajectories numerically to obtain a set of training data ( ) covering the universes of discourse of and (the coordinate is not used because the straight segments are always horizontal). Taking into account the dynamic constraints, a change with respect to truly short paths has been that the approaching to the vertical is not only done with arcs of circle of minimum radius but also with arcs of bigger radius to smooth the curvature transitions near the target configuration , , and so that these paths could be precisely followed without stopping. Once these training data are available, fuzzy rules have been extracted from them by using the identification and learning tools of Xfuzzy 3.0. Two approaches have been followed: The simple and typical solution of using a monolithic module and a more complex but also more efficient solution of using a hierarchical structure. They are described and compared in the following.
A. Monolithic Approach
The first approach in the identification process has been to obtain a single module with two inputs ( and ) and one output ( ). One of the identification tools of Xfuzzy 3.0, which applies the well-known Wang-Mendel grid-based technique has been used for this purpose. This technique employs membership functions equally distributed over the input universes of discourse [40] . Since no knowledge is applied at first in this identification algorithm, an initial module with enough complexity has been selected. It contains seven linguistic labels to cover the input variable and nine labels for the vehicle angle, both of them represented by Gaussian membership functions. The controller contains the 63 possible rules, each one with its own consequent, which are represented by singleton values. Hence, a zero-order Takagi-Sugeno system is identified.
The system obtained after identification with Wang-Mendel algorithm can improve its approximation to the training data by using supervised learning algorithms. The CAD tool xfsl of Xfuzzy 3.0 was employed to apply the learning. The RPROP gradient-descent algorithm [44] was employed in this case. All the parameters in the antecedent membership functions and the singletons of the consequents were learned except for the centers of the labels zero of and , and the zero singleton of , which were fixed to 0.0 because they are associated with the stable state toward the maneuver trends: , , and . Applying the clustering process supported by xfsl on the output space, the number of different rule consequents is reduced from 63 to 3 (mf04, mf0, and ). This allows merging some membership functions of the input variables, thus resulting five and seven labels to cover the and variables, respectively, and 35 rules (Fig. 11) . The resulting control surface is shown in Fig. 12 .
If the learned rule base is analyzed, it can be seen a frontier (shown with a thick black line in Fig. 11 ) which separates the maximum and minimum curvature values. This frontier can be understood, mathematically, as a certain function of , , so that if is more or less greater than , the curvature is (the minimum value), otherwise, the curvature is mf04 (the maximum value). The expert knowledge that can be extracted from this identification and learning process is that the curvature value can be defined better depending on the relation between and rather than on the values of and separately. This means that fuzzy relational rules are preferred to grid rules, as explained in the following.
B. Hierarchical Approach
Based on the previous results, another approach to design the module "forward" is to select a hierarchical structure made up of two rule bases (Fig. 13) . The first rule base ("interpolation") approximates the function , and the second rule base ("smoothing") provides the value of depending on the value This system initiated manually has also been adjusted with the same training data as before. The capability of the tool xfsl to train hierarchical systems and systems defined with linguistic hedges is exploited at this point. It is ensured again in the learning process that when and are zero, the curvature is zero.
The membership functions learned for the variables and are shown in Fig. 14 . The singletons learned are the following: , , ,
, positivesmall , and positivebig (mf04). The resulting control surface is shown in Fig. 15 . It can be appreciated its similarity with the surface in Fig. 12 .
C. Comparison
The knowledge extracted from the identification and learning process of the first approach and then applied to define the module "forward" as a hierarchical system in the second approach agrees with the geometric analysis of the pursued short trajectories. In fact, if we try to find a mathematical expression for the curvature, , of these short paths, we can find the following: where the angle associated with the switching in the curvature sign can be calculated as follows: if if (4) being the minimum turning radius corresponding to the maximum curvature (
). Fig. 16 shows the value versus and corresponding to (3) and (4). This scheme is associated with an on-off control because the value presents abrupt changes, and would require to stop the robot to perform this hard switching. The two fuzzy modules (hierarchical and nonhierarchical) that have been described previously are capable of smoothing the ideal surface, as can be seen in Figs. 12 and 15. This is due to the fact that both modules are zero-order Takagi-Sugeno systems whose input membership functions always overlap each other. Hence, the subgoal of providing continuous-curvature and near-minimal-length paths is achieved.
Comparing the two approaches for designing the module "forward," the hierarchical one is more efficient since it generates similar paths but with only eight instead of 35 rules.
The module "interpolation" of the hierarchical approach provides a fuzzy approximation for the angle . Besides the linguistic interpretability of its rules and the bigger smoothness it provides near the target configuration ( ), the advantage of using this module instead of giving analytically is that the required computational cost is reduced. The use of normalized triangular membership functions for the antecedents of the rules and a zero-order Takagi-Sugeno inference engine makes this approximation be piecewise linear, which means that only several additions and products need to be implemented. The computational cost of additions and products is less than that of a nonlinear function such as in (4) and, therefore, the designed hierarchical approach can be implemented easily by real-time embedded hardware (using application-specific integrated circuits or low-cost fixed-point DSPs or microcontrollers) [45] .
As a result, the hierarchical module was selected as the module "forward" of the complete control system.
The performance of the hierarchical module working in line with a model of the car-like robot (1), (2) has been verified with the simulation tool of Xfuzzy 3.0, xfsim. Fig. 17(a) shows three examples of the forward paths generated. Since the initial configurations are near the line of parked cars, the direction module decides to drive forward (rule 1 of the module "motion"). The driving direction changes to backward when the vehicle reaches the target configuration , , and , approximately (rule 4 of the module "motion"). After, the maneuver is simply to drive backward with an almost zero curvature. It can be seen how the actual paths are very close to the ideal near-minimal length paths made up of arcs or circles of minimum turning radius and straight lines. Fig. 17(b) illustrates how the curvature references of these short paths given by the module "forward" are continuous, as desired to drive the robot without stopping.
VII. BACKWARD FUZZY CONTROL MODULE
The module "backward" generates the reference curvature when the robot is driving backward. As commented in Section III, the goal of the backward maneuver is to reach the parking place with the shortest path. This objective is more restrictive than that of the forward maneuvers because the shortest paths which meet the kinematic constraints of a car-like robot are made of arcs of circle of minimum turning radius connected by straight segments tangent to both of them (as was illustrated in Fig. 3) . Hence, the straight segments are not always horizontal, as in the forward maneuver, but change their orientation depending on the initial robot configuration. This means that the curvature provided by the module "backward" has to depend not only on the variables , and (as in the module "forward") but also on the variable .
If the trajectories of the forward maneuvers are difficult to generate by translating only heuristic knowledge or by an expert driver, the difficulty of the pursued backward ones is even bigger. Hence, our approach has been again to exploit geometric considerations to generate a set of training data from which to identify and adjust the rules of the module "backward."
The results obtained in the design of the module "forward" showed how a hierarchical system is much simpler than a monolithic one, and how it approximates the geometric solution to the problem. The approach of the monolithic system for the module "backward" is even worse because an identification process involving three input variables is more complex. One of the reasons is, for example, that the set of training data is forced to be larger to cover the different robot configurations. As a consequence, a hierarchical approach has been followed directly in the design of the module "backward".
The knowledge extracted from the design of the module "forward" agrees with the geometrical analysis in that there is an angle value (depending possibly on ) which is associated with the switching in the curvature sign. Something similar has been looked for in the backward maneuvers: an angle value (now depending possibly on and ) that determines the abrupt changes in the curvature values.
Analyzing the shortest paths geometrically, it can be found that this angle, , is the one which defines the orientation of the straight segment which contains the ( ) point of the robot initial configuration and is tangent to the arc of circle defining the end of the path (Fig. 18) . If the references for this angle are the same that for the robot orientation, , that is, they are referred to the vertical and increase from toward 180 in a clockwise direction, the curvature value should be ideally as follows: if or if if or (5) For example, the vehicle in Fig. 18 whose initial orientation, , is the same as , would go backward with a zero curvature (path 1). The vehicle whose initial orientation belongs to the Following the same idea that in the module "forward," the hierarchical structure selected for the module "backward" contains two rule bases connected in series. The first one ("interpolation") provides approximately the value of the angle , depending on the input variables and . The second one ("smoothing") provides the curvature value depending on the difference (Fig. 19) . The latter rule base (like in the module "forward") smoothes the curvature transitions of the trajectories so as to obtain continuous-curvature paths which could be followed by the robot without stopping and meeting its dynamic constraints in (2) . The rules of the module "smoothing" can be defined like in the module "forward" but now including the geometric information in ( The rule base "interpolation" has to provide the reference angle, alpha, depending on the and coordinates. The identification and learning algorithms of Xfuzzy 3.0 have been used in its design, like in the module "forward". The training data ( ) have been obtained numerically from the desired shortest trajectories. Again, the change with respect to the truly shortest paths has been that the approaching to the parking place is not only done with arcs of circle of minimum radius but also with arcs of bigger radius to smooth the curvature transitions near the target configuration , , , and , thus meeting the dynamic constraints of the robot. The ideal alpha value to be provided by the module "interpolation" is that described in (6) . Again this value could be provided analytically as happened in the module "forward" but the expression in (6) is more complex than that in (4) . In order to obtain a fuzzy model requiring a low computational cost as well as providing smooth transitions near the target configuration ( ), a grid-based fuzzy system with normalized triangular membership functions in its antecedent rules has been identified, and a first-order instead of a zero-order Takagi-Sugeno inference engine has been used to obtain a good approximation degree with a small number of rules. The resulting approximation is piecewise multiquadratic, thus requiring only several additions and products. Hence, the module "backward" can be also implemented by low-cost hardware, like the module "forward."
Fifteen rules have been identified whose antecedent membership functions as well as the parameters of the consequents have been adjusted to the training data by Marquardt-Levenberg second-order algorithm integrated within the learning tool of Xfuzzy 3.0 [46] . Fig. 20 shows the learned rules and the membership functions for the and variables. The consequents have the expression (where , , and , are constant values), while the consequents have the expressions . Hence, the identification process has detected that the output alpha is an odd function of , that is, , as corresponds to the ideal value given by (6) .
The resulting angle value provided by the module "interpolation" versus and is shown in Fig. 21 . It can be seen in this surface how the system has identified the two arcs of circle which define the end of the paths and the frontier between different behaviors for alpha, as can be seen in (6) . Fig. 22 shows an example of the control surface of the module "backward" (corresponding to ). It illustrates the smooth transition between the maximum and minimum values of the curvature when the values are somewhat greater or smaller than .
The performance of the hierarchical module "backward" working in line with a model of the car-like robot (1), (2) has been also verified with the simulation tool of Xfuzzy 3.0, xfsim. Fig. 23 shows three examples of the paths generated. The main difference of the actual paths with the ideal near-minimal length paths made up of arcs or circles of minimum turning radius and straight lines tangent to them is that the approaching to the parking lot is done with arcs of circle of radius bigger than the minimum, which makes it possible smooth transitions in the curvature that meet the dynamic constraints of the robot and allow parking it without stoppping. Anyway, some actual paths, like Path2 and Path3, are very close to the ideal ones.
VIII. SYNTHESIS OF THE FUZZY CONTROL SYSTEM
Once checked offline the behavior of the system modules and the complete control system, the control behavior has been verified on line with the true plant, ROMEO 4R. This robot is an electrical vehicle provided with a set of sensors and actuators that make it capable of autonomous navigation (Fig. 24) . The information collected by the sensors and that required by the actuators is centralized by a computer placed at the back of the robot and which also implements the control algorithms. In our parking application, the computer has to govern a motor control card which in turn governs, independently, the steering and traction electrical motors of ROMEO. These electrical motors have to receive, respectively, the wheel angle and new speed commands from our controller. In addition, the motor control card reads the direction and traction encoders of the engines. These measures, together with the information provided by a gyroscope have to be processed by the computer to estimate the current position, orientation, speed, and curvature of the robot, which are the input variables required by our controller.
The computer operates with GNU/Linux and all the drivers to the sensors and actuators have been written in C code. In addition, an interface (programmed in C++) has been developed that employs several threads to access the sensors and actuators of the vehicle. The main class in the interface, called romeo, contains methods to obtain the last data read by the sensors. The generic scheme of the control program begins with the creation of an object romeo and the initialization of the different threads. After, the control loop is executed implementing the following steps: 1) reading the data provided by the sensors to know the current robot configuration; 2) executing the high-level control algorithm which generates the reference values depending on the robot configuration; and 3) writing the reference values to the corresponding actuators. Once the control loop finishes, the threads and the object romeo are destroyed and the control program is finished [47] . Having this interface, the high-level control algorithm is relieved of the task of synchronizing the read and write processes of the different robot devices.
In order to integrate the fuzzy system in this control program, an object describing the fuzzy system is created at the initialization step of the control program and then executed in the control loop to calculate the reference values of the speed and curvature of the vehicle. This object is the C++ description of the fuzzy control system. Since the fuzzy system has been described with the language XFL3, the CAD tool xfcpp of Xfuzzy has been employed to translate from XFL3 to C++ automatically. The inference speed of the fuzzy controller so generated has been measured at ROMEO 4R computer. The result has been about 0.5 KFLIPS (fuzzy logic inferences per second), which means that the response time of the fuzzy controller is about 2 ms. Hence, there is no problem in the integration because the control loop has a period of 50 ms.
Once integrated the fuzzy system in the control program several parking maneuvers were performed starting from different configurations. Fig. 25 shows four shots of the sequence of one of these maneuvers. The first image shows the vehicle at the starting configuration (
). The first action of the fuzzy control system is to drive the robot forward to center it with the vertical, as shown in the second image. Once the robot is approximately centered ( and are approximately zero), the action of the fuzzy control system is to drive the robot backward with an almost zero curvature, as illustrated by the third image. The last shot shows the robot at its final configuration when the parking maneuver has finished. This experimentalmaneuver agrees with the simulated one (performed with xfsim), which is shown in Fig. 26 .
A similar experimental maneuver but starting from an coordinate positive and smaller is shown in Fig. 27(a) . Fig. 27(b) illustrates the simulated results obtained for this starting configuration ( , , and ). Fig. 27 (c)(d) illustrate the experimental and simulated curvature transitions in this maneuver. The transitions imposed by the controller are continuous during the forward driving: in the simulated results the curvature value changes smoothly from zero to 0.4 and returns to zero, and in the experimental results the value also changes continuously from zero to almost 0.4 and then returns to a small positive value (the steps appearing in this graph are due to the sampling of the sensor acquisition scheme of the control program). The unique sharp change in the curvature value (from zero or almost zero to a small negative value) is done when the vehicle is stopped, so it does not cause any problem. At the end of the maneuver, the curvature converges to zero (or almost zero, in the case of the experimental results).
The parking maneuver shown in Fig. 28 is also made of a forward and a backward path. Since the starting configuration is , , and , the module "motion" decides to begin the maneuver with a forward path. Due to the action of the module "forward," this path consists approximately of an arc of circle of minimum turning radius (with curvature ), an horizontal straight line segment, and another arc of circle of minimum turning radius (now with curvature 0.4 ). Since the curvature values provided by the controller during this path change continuously [as can be seen in Fig. 28(d) ], the experimental curvature transitions are similar. Once the vehicle is stopped at a more or less centered position, the backward maneuver drives the vehicle toward the parking target with an almost zero curvature: Somewhat positive at the beginning of the experimental maneuver, and somewhat negative at the beginning of the simulated one. This difference is caused by the distinct configurations of the robot when it is stopped: in the experimental maneuver, the sensors detect that the robot is at the left side of the vertical and, hence, the applied curvature is positive. The opposite happens to the simulated maneuver. This fact shows how a control action is performed at every execution of the control loop, which eases that the fuzzy control system implemented is robust to any variation of the true maneuver with respect to the simulated or expected maneuver (provided the robot configuration is detected correctly).
The parking maneuver shown in Fig. 29 corresponds to the initial configuration , , and . The module "motion" decides to drive backward to avoid collision with the cars parked at the left of the parking place. The robot is driven backward with the minimum curvature ( ) until it approaches dangerously to the cars parked at the right of the parking place. Then, the module "motion" decides to go forward. Since the vehicle is stopped, the reference curvature can change abruptly to the maximum curvature (0.4 ). Once driving forward, the curvature changes continuously from 0.4 to almost zero until the vehicle is stopped again because it is centered enough. In the simulated results, the vehicle stops at the right of the vertical and this is why the applied curvature at the beginning is somewhat negative. In the experimental results, the vehicle has been centered better so that the curvature applied during the backward path is almost zero.
The parking maneuver shown in Fig. 30 corresponds to the initial configuration , , and . The robot is in the middle area between the two lines of obstacles and is able to park at the target place by driving only backward. The path is approximately formed by two arcs of circle of minimum turning radius and opposite curvatures, with the advantage of presenting continuous curvature transitions, as can be seen in Fig. 30(d) for the simulated path and in Fig. 28(c) for the measured path.
IX. CONCLUSION
A fuzzy control system has been described to solve the problem of diagonal parking of car-like autonomous robots in a constrained space, which is a typical problem in motion planning of nonholonomic systems. The controller has a hierarchical structure made up of four main modules in charge of the four different tasks that an expert driver would perform: Deciding the driving direction, the speed magnitude, and the turning of the steering wheel when driving forward or backward. The four modules operate in parallel, and three of them are in turn made up of two modules which operate in series, thus giving a total of seven modules. The hierarchical distribution of tasks among the modules not only clarifies what is done by each module but also reduces their complexity and simplifies their verification.
Each module employs its own membership functions for the antecedents and consequents of its rules and its own fuzzy operators. The methodology to design the four main modules has been also different. The rules included in the two modules that decide the speed sign and magnitude have been obtained from the heuristic knowledge of a driver, while the rules of the two modules that decide the curvature of the forward and backward paths have been extracted from numerical data containing geometric information because they have been forced to provide paths of near-minimal lengths (this objective is difficult to achieve with only heuristic knowledge). The translation of heuristic knowledge into fuzzy rules has been easy thanks to the use of the language XFL3 of the environment Xfuzzy 3.0. The reason is that this language allows the use of linguistic hedges, confidence weights, and complex connections between the antecedents of a rule. The extraction of fuzzy rules from numerical data has been also automated with the aid of the identification and learning tools of Xfuzzy 3.0. Grid-based techniques have been employed to identify the membership functions of the antecedents and consequents of the rules coarsely, while gradient-descent and second-order supervised learning algorithms have been used to tune them finely.
The behavior of each module and of the whole system has been checked with the verification tools of Xfuzzy 3.0. In particular, the control system has been simulated with a model of a car-like robot containing kinematic and dynamic constraints.
The last step in any control design, which is the integration of the system in the true plant, has been also automated with the aid of the synthesis tool of Xfuzzy 3.0: The verified system (described by the language XFL3) has been translated to a C++ object to be included in the control program of the autonomous robot ROMEO 4R.
The experimental results obtained confirm that the designed control system meets its specifications: the robot is stopped at the parking target with the adequate orientation, collisions are avoided with the parking lot constraints, and short as well as continuous-curvature paths are generated during the forward and backward maneuvers.
The fuzzy controller described in this paper can be integrated with other modules if the parking problem in an unknown and uncertain environment wants to be solved. Currently, a module in charge of detecting and estimating the dimensions of the parking lot has been already implemented with ROMEO 4R by using ultrasonic sensor information [10] , and a module in charge of coping with position uncertainty has been also used in ROMEO 4R by implementing sensor fusion techniques to combine encoders and gyroscopes with a differential GPS system [48] .
The idea of using heuristic knowledge and numerical data with geometric information to design a fuzzy controller combines into a low-cost solution the advantages of robustness, smoothness, rapid design, and linguistic interpretability of expert knowledge with the accuracy and optimal features provided by numerical data.
Besides the diagonal parking maneuver addressed in this paper, other maneuvers can be solved with a similar approach. In particular, trajectories made up of arcs of circle and straight line segments could be also employed to generate the numerical data needed to identify and tune fuzzy controllers for parallel parking or obstacle avoidance problems. Of course, other efficient trajectories such as fifth-order polynomial curves or -splines can be employed to generate these numerical data. What is interesting, as shown in this paper, is that the designed fuzzy controller can be simple enough so as to reduce the computational cost of a pure analytical solution. Another point worth considering is that the CAD methodology described in this paper is generic and can be applied to design many other fuzzy controllers. (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) . He has been a Member of several R&D Expert Committees of the Spanish and Regional Governments, and Project Reviewer for the Spanish National Evaluation Agency, and the EC.
